
The ultimate overset management and text 
fitting tool in InDesing and InCopy.

5 reasons to buy today:

Overset preflight prevents costly 
mistakes.

Text content related accounting 
is a question of seconds.

Single click fit text to frame.

Easier space planning wit accurate 
estimates for empty space.

Overset editing is now easier  
in layout view.

 

1-5 seats 6-10 seats 11-20 seats more

€69 ea. €65.55 ea. €62.10 ea. sales@dtptools.com

Text Count
www.dtptools.com/textcount

Text Count is a plug-in with many useful features for text intensive wor-
flows. Text Count counts and estimates text elements and calculates their 
price. At the same time it detects overset in documents and helps users 
get rid of it easily.

KEY FEATURES:
Count and estimate results are displayed real time in an application 
panel. The count and estimate data report can also be stored in a sepa-
rate document. 

Copy fitting tools

Single click •	 “Fit text to frame” changes the text attributes within a permit-
ted range to fit text to frame. It calculates the optimal ratio of font size 
and tracking change with results better than any manual adjustment.

Overset tools 
Overset text can be displayed in a se•	 parate frame attached to the 
overset story.
Overset preflight prevents expensive mistakes. You can use automatic •	
preflight every time you print or export. 
From the overset frames list you can go directly to a specific overset frame.•	

Count features

Counts characters (including or excluding spaces),•	  words, lines, 
paragraphs, manuscript lines, and manuscript pages. Counts 
overset characters and words.
When the text in the selected range is overset, you will see exact •	
amounts of overset, too. Counts in  a selection, a  paragraph, a 
text frame, a story, a page, or in the whole document.

Estimate function
Estimates characters and words needed to fill a text chain or frame, •	
using defined style and document language. Estimates in a text chain 
which is either empty or has some remaining space.

Price calculation features
Text Count can calculate price per stroke, word, manuscript line, or •	
page. Uses user-defined currency.

COMPATIBILITY:

InDesing and InCopy CS-CS3 on Mac and Windows. 

http://www.dtptools.com/textcount

